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Trial Evaluations of Unilateral Spatial Neglect 
Using a Personal Computer
－A Comparative Study of a Method Using a Touch Panel and a
Conventional Segment Bisection Test in  Normal Subjects －
Shiori KATSUYAMA1),  Jyunichi ISHIDA1),  Yasujiro SAKAI1)
Abstract：Attention disorder, imagery disorder, and so on are known as mechanisms by which
unilateral spatial neglect (hereinafter called USN) develops. The picture is, however, not yet
clear. We assumed that data can be effectively quantified and unified using a personal
computer and that this method can be applied to rehabilitation. We conducted baseline studies,
and devised a segment bisection test method using a touch panel, which is equivalent to the
existing segment bisection test method, as Visual Basic codes. We compared the two methods
to each other with 39 normal subjects, and confirmed that this new method is exactly
equivalent to the existing method (by the Wilcoxon signed rank test). In addition, we made a
program which involved moving a marker over a segment of a line to help subjects recognize
the center visually, and also a program with a blinking marker at the left end of the segment to
help subjects pay attention to the marker. We wish to apply these programs to evaluations and
judgments of curative effects on USN patients.
Key words：unilateral spatial neglect, visual spatial agnosia, segment bisection test, cognitive
dysfunction, personal computer
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